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interactive phonics learning on your tablet

Froggy Match-it is a graded, interacti ve phonics game for use on a tablet 
or phone.  It is meant for beginner readers who know most of the single 
lett er sounds and is designed to fi t in with the main phonics schemes used 
in schools.  Froggy Match-it is ideal for use in school and at home. This 
moti vati ng app includes fun reward acti viti es and there are decodable 
e-reading books and writi ng sheets to accompany each level.
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Match.

Write the words.

feet

torch
fork

dart

night

burn
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Match.

Write the words.

corn
shark

fort
curl

boat
crown
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Match.

Write the words.

soil
chain

goat

bark

horn
light
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Choose the correct letters.
Write the word.

Write 4 words that rhyme with car.

oa

ai
l

d c ar or k

rb
now

b
orur now

norait igh

l aioi or b

owarf
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Choose the correct letters.
Write the word.

Write 4 words that rhyme with corn.

h

ur

or

ir

cht

c

ork

or nark

m n ar

j
ai ur ar

oa

oo or oiow

ch sh char ur
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Write each word on a line.

•  I have a lot of ________  in my purse.

•  The queen was wearing a cloak and a ________ .

•  The  ________  was very funny.

•  Mum is going to ________  her car in the street.

•  The opposite of ‘left’ is ‘________’.

•  I need a torch because it’s too ________ .

•  To get to the farm, you need to  ________ left here.

clown  turn   coil   park  shorts

coins  star  right  crown  dark
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Write a word for each picture.

Write sentences for 3 of the words below.

how    for    join    part    hard    tight   born    curly
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Write a word for each picture.

Write sentences for 3 of the words below.

down   far   point   hurt   sort   story   might   flower 
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Which word fits?
Write a word for each picture.

Choose 3 of the words you did not copy and 
write.  Write a sentence for each word.

  cow or car? barn or burn?     eel or oil?  

  owl or oil? point or paint?   card or cord?  

park or pork? tower or toilet?  town or turn?  
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1.  Mr Clark’s home has a big                    .

2.  Pop!  The balloon has                    .

3.  Carl switched on the                    .

4.  The farmer parked his                    next to the barn.  

5.  We had a roast                   for dinner.

6.  Carl shone his                   into the dark corner.

7.  My dental                    is at four o’clock.

8.  Jordan gave his gran a bunch of                     .

light   car       turkey    garden 

burst  torch  appointment   flowers 

Which sentence is for which picture?
Write the sentence numbers in the boxes.

Write each word on a line.
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Dictation Sentences for Level 4

1.  It is dark but you might see the owl by the light of the torch.

2.  In the town, the dogs bark at the cars at night.

3.  At the farm, Mark put the soil in the cart in the barn.

4.  Turn right and park the car by the church porch.

5.  Martin fed the corn to the cow with the short horns.

FOR PARENTS/CARERS

These sentences are to be used after your child has successfully played the games at level 4.  They 
will help to check that your child is good at spelling the phonics words he/she has been working on.  
Slowly read each sentence aloud, a few words at a time, and ask your child to write it down.  Check all 
five sentences together.  If your child has written all the sentences correctly or only made a very small 
number of mistakes, then you have a proficient speller!
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